The CNR SSC is Hiring!

We are looking for new Peer Mentors for the fall semester! If you are interested in working on campus, flexible hours, and helping other students to be successful during their academic journey, this might be the job for you! We need ALL CNR majors! To see job description and apply, follow [THIS LINK](#)!

Therapy Dogs, Stickers, Discounted Hats, Coffee, and Ice Cream, Oh My!

Stop by the CNR SSC finals week to enjoy free ice cream and refreshments to help you beat the heat while you tackle those tests!

We also have CNR Stickers on sale for $1 and CNR Hats for $7! Until Supplies Last!

Belle the therapy dog will also be visiting Monday and Tuesday between 10AM-12PM. Stop in for some pets!
For 224-Fire Operations class is now in the timetable!
Register now for fall 2022!

Attention CNR Graduates!
An email was sent to you on May 2nd asking you to complete a brief *First Destination Graduation Survey*. The survey asks you to let campus know your next step after graduation. For some, the next step is employment, for others, graduate school or volunteering. No matter your selection, UWSP wants to learn more about your next step and how we can help you. Click [HERE](#) to complete the brief survey—you’ll use your UWSP credentials to log in and take it on the Handshake platform.

Have Photos You Would Like to See in the CNR Reporter?
We are in need of your photography skills! Would you like to see your photos as the cover of the CNR Reporter? Send your photo and all other submissions to [cnr.reporter@uwsp.edu](mailto:cnr.reporter@uwsp.edu)
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HUNTING FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Learn to Hunt Turkey
Stevens Point, WI
May 20-22, 2022

Have you been interested in hunting but haven’t had the chance to learn? Backcountry Hunters & Anglers and their partners are offering a free, all-inclusive program that will introduce you to turkey hunting including sessions on firearm safety, access to public lands, ethical hunting, the history of conservation, and how to care for and butcher turkey. Workshop includes a mentored turkey hunt on Sunday morning.

Scan code below for more information and to see if you qualify
*Workshop open to all but students and new/novice hunters will be prioritized

The UWSP chapter of Backcountry Hunters & Anglers is hosting a Hunting for Sustainability: Learn to Hunt Turkey workshop targeted at new student hunters. This will be a weekend-long workshop is scheduled for May 20-22 in Stevens Point, WI at the Wisconsin Lions Club with lodging and Izaak Walton League Conservation Center. This is a great opportunity to learn a new skill!

Sign up page and more information is found HERE.

Calling all SFE Students!

It’s never too early to start studying your plants for Treehaven and Campus SFE! One of your peer mentors, Grace B, was kind enough to create a video to help you get started! Click the PowerPoint to be taken to the SFE page on the UWSP website where you will find the video and other resources such as updated plant lists and more!
Goodbye and best wishes to our graduating CNR Peer Mentors!

Please join us in congratulating our peer mentors who are graduating or moving on to new things next semester! It is because of these amazing students and all of their hard work that we are able to provide help and support to our CNR Students. We are incredibly proud of them and all that they have achieved, and are anxiously waiting to see the incredible things that they do after they leave UWSP.

**Carter Freymiller—Wildlife Ecology**  
Wood Duck Biologist  
Nemours Wildlife Foundation  
Yemassee, South Carolina

**Fran Schaetz—Environmental Ed and Interp.**  
Park Ranger  
National Park Service  
Mount Rushmore, South Dakota

**Grace Benson—Forestry**  
Forestry Educator  
UW Extension  
Wausau, WI

**Brett Peabody—Forestry and Soil conservationist**  
Natural Resources Conservation Service  
Menomonie, WI

**Bethany Olson—Conservation Law Enforcement**  
Fall 2022: Vermillion Community College—Police Academy  
Spring 2023: Studying abroad in Spain!
CNR Summer Adventure Survey!

Students, both graduating and continuing—we want to hear from you! What do you plan to do this summer? Did you land a CNR related seasonal or full-time job? Are you studying abroad or participating in SFE? We can’t wait to hear. Please fill out this survey by Wednesday, May 18th so we can share results!

CNR Summer Adventure Survey

(And a reminder to our graduating students - PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE fill out the First Destination Graduation Survey too! Click here.)

Professors and Pets Was a Huge Success!

We had a lot of great applicants, but only one winner! Congratulations to Jeremy Natzke! Jeremy matched all of the pets to their professors correctly! Be sure to stop by the CNR SSC (TNR 122) to claim your prize!

Correct Answers:

1. Spody—Scharenbroch
2. Bugs and Bunny—Riddle
3. Mittens and Cloud—Anderson McIntyre
4. Little Girl—Demchik
5. Penny—Haines
6. Ziggy and Argent—Lueck
7. Fritz—Dubay
8. Maple—Sartini
9. Betty Girl—Doruska
10. Kiyo—Youngberg
Have something you want added to the CNR Reporter, want to submit a photo, or want to nominate someone for the CNR Spotlight? Please send all *CNR Reporter* submissions and photos to

---

**Hot Links for the Week**

- **Summer Field Experience (Treehaven/Campus, European Seminar, Kenya)** info web page
- Nominate someone to be featured in the CNR Spotlight! Click HERE to fill out a form!
  - In need of some extra help this semester? Click HERE to see what the Tutoring Learning Center has to offer!
  - The Academic and Career Advising Center has a lot to offer! Stay up to date HERE.

---

You can miss important information if you are not keeping up with the CNR Reporter! The above live boards are updated daily. Make sure to click on the buttonsto see up-to-date information specifically for CNR Students!

---

Click here to check out the CNR Reporter Podcast!